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The Black Men of Labor is a local social club whose parade marks the beginning of New
Orleans’ parading season on Labor Day weekend. Coincidentally, the homosexual,
predominantly White male Southern Decadence party and parade is that same weekend—
hosted by a large gay community living primarily in New Orleans’ French Quarter.
Although these two parading groups appear outwardly different, both parades make
claims to the same street at different times. We call their politics ‘parallel politics’ because
the parades have similar political motivations, yet they literally parade in parallel, and
therefore fail to connect and protest their socio-spatial marginalization together. This
missed opportunity led us to consider how these two parades territorialize space and
project a unified community identity. Territoriality, according to Sack (1983), is an
attempt to control a geographic area and establish differential access to it. Moving beyond
previous work on parades as observed performances, boundary markers or negotiated
representations, we show how parades create a territorially-based identity through
cultural nodes, and how their exclusivity is both a process and outcome of territoriality.
We argue that territoriality and identity are fused, which forecloses the possibility of
collective action between these two communities. We find that parade territorialities
simultaneously and complexly establish both social and spatial claims.
Key words: parading, territoriality, African-American, gay, New Orleans.

Introduction
The coming of Labor Day in the United States
heralds the end of summer. In New Orleans,
Labor Day weekend marks a gradual rousing
of the city’s tourist economy, which characteristically aestivates in the hot summer
months, and the return of parading season.
On Labor Day weekend, downtown New

Orleans is the setting of two annual parades:
the Black Men of Labor and Southern
Decadence. Each is sponsored by groups that
have been historically and spatially marginalized by issues of race, class and sexuality.
The first parade is sponsored by a club
named the Black Men of Labor (BMOL). This
club is one of many similar organizations
generally called ‘social aid and pleasure clubs’
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or ‘social and pleasure clubs’ that are
contemporary embodiments of benevolent
organizations, which flourished in New
Orleans during the late nineteenth century.
They are historically linked to African-American neighborhoods in New Orleans, and
previously acted as insurance and burial
institutions before the advent of government
subsidized health care and private insurance.
In addition to providing funerals with music
for their members, these organizations also
hold parades on the anniversary of their
founding (Russell 1994: 217).
The style of parading practiced by the
BMOL and other social and pleasure clubs is
called second lining, and is specific to New
Orleans. The parading organization and an
accompanying brass band proceed through the
streets of African-American neighborhoods
stopping periodically at significant places.
Unlike other types of parades where spectators
line the streets waiting for the procession to
pass, these parades are joined and followed by
participants known as the ‘second line’ (see
Figure 1). Despite an American urban trend of
moving parades out of local neighborhoods
onto broad, downtown thoroughfares (Davis
1986), New Orleans’ second line parades
remain in their respective spaces. Choices of
routes and stops demonstrate concerns with
community memory, respectability, tradition,
social ties and local economies (Regis 1999), a
point we explore further below. The term
second line is commonly used as a synonym to
refer to the type of band, style of music, style
of dance and type of club. The most widely
recognizable examples of second lining are
representations of New Orleans jazz funerals,
particularly the lively procession following the
burial.
The BMOL was created in the 1990s with
the explicit purpose of recognizing and
retaining musical and parading traditions as

practiced throughout the African-American
community in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century—traditions ‘threatened’ by
the infusion of popular music styles and a
general disregard for maintaining the traditions’ historic practices (Gray 1997). Like
other clubs, the BMOL is a year-round social
club with local membership. Members contribute to the Tremé community and neighborhood, where the BMOL hold their parade, by
hosting salutes to ‘living legend’ jazz musicians
and by serving as board members of Tremé
Jazz and Blues Museum/Gallery, among other
activities.
Just blocks away from the BMOL parade is
the second Labor Day parade, the Southern
Decadence parade, which processes through
the streets of the gay section of the French
Quarter. Southern Decadence (SD) is a
predominately gay male festival that has
occurred in New Orleans each Labor Day for
over 30 years. A Sunday afternoon parade is
the central activity of the loosely organized
weekend that brings tens of thousands of gay
tourists to the city. In 2003, SD brought over
121,000 participants and revenues of an
estimated $96 million dollars. The parade,
led each year by a newly selected Grand
Marshal, consists of participants parading in
drag, street clothes, leather, and costumes (see
Figure 2). Even as we recognize second lines,
by definition, as performances of AfricanAmerican working class communities, we
argue that the character and motivation of
SD is that of a second line. Like traditional
second lines, SD has a parade marshal and a
core group of local middle class and working
class organizers and participants. It makes
significant stops along its route and the bulk of
parade participation comes from people joining the parade informally. Unlike the BMOL
parade, most people who join the SD second
line are tourists.
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Figure 1 The 2003 Black Men of Labor second line parade. Members of the club are in costume
on the left. Second liners joining the parade are on the right. Note the rainbow flags hanging from
the lampposts (authors’ photograph).
The fact that the SD and BMOL parades
can be witnessed simultaneously from one
particular street corner initially drew our
attention to these two parading groups
(see Figures 3 and 4). Although they pass in
close proximity, and offer spectators entertaining images and performances for consumption, the two events are seldom
mentioned in the same breath by local people
or the local press, nor do spectators expect
contact between them. The two parades
appear to be comprised of quite distinct
communities (African-American working
class locals v. gay, White, middle class
tourists) and yet, they lay claim to adjacent
parts of the city—and at one point, over the
same terrain on Rampart Street. Their spatial
and temporal juxtaposition led us to consider
the complicated relationship between constructions of community and territorialization
of space. Unlike previous work that focuses on
the community image parades seek to project

to a wider public (Davis 1995; Goheen 1993;
Marston 2002; Smith 1993), we argue that
these two second line parades are acts of
territoriality (Sack 1983, 1986) that concurrently galvanize local communities and define
neighborhood spaces. Each community lays
claim to New Orleans’ streets and neighborhoods to the temporary exclusion of other
actors, and makes explicit their community’s
presence in these areas.
We call the politics in which these two
parades engage ‘parallel politics’ because:
(a) they literally parade along parallel streets
and do not meet and (b) the parades have
similar political motivations, yet they fail to
connect and jointly protest their spatial and
political marginalization in New Orleans.
Parades are localized political engagements
(Jarman 1997; Smith 1993), and each
parade seeks to maintain public spaces in the
city for performances of racial and sexual
identity. But these parades also reproduce
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the segregation of African-Americans and
queers in New Orleans. We find that both
parades disrupt the ‘neutrality’1 of particular
streets (Johnston 2002) in New Orleans by
territorializing them as African-American or
gay. We argue that parade territorialities
involve simultaneous and complex spatial
and social claims. Territoriality and identity
are fused, which forecloses the possibility of
collective action between these two
communities.
Some of the material for this paper comes
directly from our own participant observation.
One of us lived in New Orleans for 4 years
(1998 –2001) and gained extensive experience
second lining during that time, including
participation in the BMOL’s Labor Day
parades. In 2003, we spent the Labor Day
weekend joining in both BMOL and SD
parades and activities. We informally interviewed members of the New Orleans’ gay
community, the New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) and BMOL members about the
history and organization of the parades. We
drew on secondary sources such as the TimesPicayune (New Orleans) for information on
the history of both SD and the BMOL. We also
looked to numerous SD websites (both recent
and past) and advertisements within magazines (e.g. Instinct) in order to analyze the
ways that these media represent the weekend
and the parade.
We organize our paper into the following
sections. First, a theoretical discussion of
parades elaborates on their relationship to
identity and territory. Second, we address the
historical backgrounds and political neighborhoods of African-Americans and gays in New
Orleans, followed by an empirical section
detailing each group’s history, parade route and
stops. We then analyze and discuss parade
territorialities as complicated practices
that simultaneously form an embodied

‘community’ identity and claim space through
travel and stops. We argue that literally and
metaphorically, the two parades engage in
parallel politics. Finally, we offer some
conclusions.

Messages in motion
In a city historically noted for its food, music and
architecture, parades have long weaved through
the streets of New Orleans. However, New
Orleans’ vernacular parading traditions, like
parading in general, serve purposes other than
entertainment and fun. As one gay resident told
us, SD is about ‘having fun and parading in your
own space’ (Mackey 2003). For African-Americans, second lines create the street as a ‘joyous
space of power, dignity, self-reliance, and freedom’ that transcends daily struggles occurring in
impoverished, racially-segregated neighborhoods (Regis 1999: 480). As spatialized methods
of communication performed on the streets,
parades can be expressions of any number of
scaled power relations (Davis 1986; Marston
2002). They may be communications of state or
elite power, or seek to convey a subversive
message, e.g. processions enacted by those
excluded from larger public spaces on economic,
social, or cultural grounds (Goheen 1993).
Parades have been recognized as important
representations of ‘communities’ (Davis
1995: 297):
Conflict over the meaning and image of a single
parade may seem inconsequential in the grander
scheme of neighborhood and social movement
politics, but for some neighborhoods and
identity-based social movements, the creation of
‘communities’ has been integral to their histories,
and parades have served as a method of selfexpression and self-definition, as well as a method
of representation of the self to society as a whole.
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Figure 2 Grand Marshal XXXI Rusty LaRoux leading the XXXII Annual Southern Decadence
parade (authors’ photograph).
Parades add a performative spatial component
to cultural identities—particularly those of
ethnic and racial minorities—by way of their
routes through the urban cultural landscape:

‘[a]lthough their presence is temporary, they
can be highly effective in claiming the
symbolic importance of places’ (Hayden
1995: 38; see also Brown and Kimball 1996).
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Cohen (1985, as cited in Smith 1993) writes
that symbolic boundary marking is especially
important when a community’s social and
spatial boundaries are under siege, a condition
faced by both Blacks and gays in New Orleans.
Those who participate in a second line create
an ‘alternative social order’ that temporarily
transforms oppressed neighborhoods into
celebrations of African-American or queer
identity (Regis 1999: 472). In her study of the
borders constructed between gay pride parades and tourist onlookers, Johnston (2002)
concludes that heterosexual, territorial control
of homosexual bodies allows for the success of
these parades as tourist events. In this paper,
we reverse Johnston’s claims by showing that
the BMOL and SD parades successfully
establish African-American and gay spaces,
respectively, for themselves against prevailing
White, heterosexual spaces in New Orleans.
Furthermore, both parades use the participation of tourists and non-members to
enhance territorial claims.
Previous analyses of gay parades have
noted struggles occur within parading organizations over the image of community to be
projected (Bell and Valentine 1995; Davis
1995; see also Regis 1999 for AfricanAmerican second lines). We recognize the
existence of such negotiations within the
BMOL and SD parades, but our concern lies
with the intricate and concurrent fusion of
identity and territory that leads to chronological claims to Rampart Street by each of
these groups. Marston (2002) suggests that
the ability to create Irish identity for the NYC
St. Patrick’s Day parade depends on the
power of parade organizers to determine
before the event who is allowed to march, e.g.
banning the Irish Gay and Lesbian Organization. In contrast, we focus on parades’
circumscription of space with ‘the intent to
influence, affect or control’ (Sack 1983: 56)

that space as their own for the performance
of African-American and queer identity. This
is especially important in New Orleans
because city officials allow second line
parades to occur in ‘their’ neighborhoods.
Unlike other cities where marchers parade
down a main thoroughfare designated by city
officials, organizers of SD and the BMOL
parades choose a parade route that reflects
their claims of ‘community’. Through their
choices on which route to take and which
stops to make, parade leadership emphasizes
specific traditions, social connections and
neighborhood economies.
The mobile process of parading is constitutive of a particular kind of landscape—a
landscape that both makes and is made by the
parade. The formation of alternative landscapes, whether racialized, gendered, or
‘classed’, has been discussed extensively for
nearly two decades in literatures on public
space (Davis 1992; Hayden 1995; D. Mitchell
1996; R. Mitchell 1995; Sorkin 1992; Staeheli
and Thompson 1997), critical race theory
(Gilroy 1993; Hooks and West 1991), critical
human geography (Crang and Thrift 2000;
Harvey 1990; Soja 1989), and feminist and
gender theory (Massey 1994; Duncan 1996).
Following Schein (1997, 1999), Hayden
(1995), and Dwyer and Jones (2000) on the
construction of landscape through practices
and symbols, we find that choice of parade
route reflects a meaningful selection of
symbols and practices both found in the
landscape and creative of it. Second lines
literally ‘mark’ important nodes in the community social network by stopping at main
bars and homes of community notables on
their way (Regis 1999). Space both reflects
community identity, and is imprinted with
community identity. For example, Marston
(2002) demonstrates how parades create an
expression of identity that is ‘matched’ by the
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Figure 3 View of Southern Decadence participants from Donna’s Bar and Grill. Donna’s is a
stopping point for the BMOL parade (authors’ photograph).
street. Her case study, the NYC St. Patrick’s
Day parade, draws on the history of Fifth
Avenue to lend legitimacy and respectability to
Irish-American identity. This paper contributes to the literature on gay and AfricanAmerican landscapes by focusing on how
parades link spatially-distant, permanent
establishments along the route (e.g. bars) and
establish ‘differential access’ to these spaces
(Sack 1983).
We understand parades as constructive of
urban spaces and identities (Davis 1986;
Marston 2002; Regis 1999). In addition, we
argue that parade participants, by performing
a visual spectacle on New Orleans’ streets,
make claims to those public spaces as their
own. Bodies in motion, taking up space, ‘enact
the streets’ as though they belong to those
parading. Davis’ (1986) work provides an
example of an early Philadelphian tradition of
Christmas masking and mumming in which
groups of masked young White men
would parade around town visiting drinking

establishments exchanging songs for treats.
Such groups were closely aligned with
neighborhoods—‘especially the tavern’
(Davis 1986: 107). Their processions often
turned into brawls at taverns and in the streets,
which Davis asserts were more often caused by
paraders crossing neighborhood boundaries
than by hostilities toward maskers. Each
parade’s movement through neighborhood
space thus structured a territorially-based
identity. Davis links the communicative and
political aspects of parading with the construction of territory and identity; we want to
take this a step further by comparing
the parades of two different communities in
order to show that parade territorialities can
be reciprocally and intricately social and
spatial.
Sack (1981, 1983, 1986) defines territoriality as ‘the attempt to affect, influence, or
control actions and interactions (of people,
things, and relationships) by asserting
and attempting to enforce control over a
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geographic area’ (1983: 55). Sack posits that
territoriality classifies an area through an
easily communicated marker like a boundary,
thereby sending a message that ‘this space is
not yours’. It is not necessary for the individual
or group making the claim to reside in or
occupy that space. Furthermore, the goal of
territoriality is not defense of an area in itself
or a declaration of dominance, but a ‘strategy
for establishing differential access to things
and people’ (Sack 1983: 55). We build on
Sack’s (1983: 56) notion of territoriality as
asserted through cultural norms (among other
ways), by demonstrating that the differential
access established by the BMOL and SD
parades is simultaneously geographic and
intensely socio-cultural. These two parades
do not defend pre-existing homogeneous
neighborhoods but seek to establish them by
marking a territory through parade routes and
stops. For example, the SD parade contends
that there is a gay French Quarter, in response
to a predominance of heterosexualized spaces
in New Orleans. Both parades are struggles to
assert a positive community identity in
opposition to mainstream views, and to
claim a space for fostering that identity
(Regis 1999; Smith 1993). In contrast to
previous research into territoriality as an
organized operation of state, institutional or
bureaucratic power (Herbert 1996, 1997;
Sack 1983, 1986), our investigation centers
on parades as loosely structured and generally
non-confrontational but nevertheless capable
of jointly claiming space and identity.2
Both parades emerge from neighborhoods
(i.e. Tremé and the French Quarter) that have
a history of race, sexual orientation and class
struggles. In the following section, we discuss
the historical and contemporary spaces from
which the BMOL and SD parades’ territorial
claims emerge.

Blacks and gays in Tremé and the French
Quarter
The context of the BMOL parade includes on
one hand the historical oppression of Blacks in
New Orleans, and on the other, one of the
most important neighborhoods resisting those
forces, Faubourg Tremé (Crutcher 2001). The
historic Tremé neighborhood—site of the
BMOL Labor Day parade—is a predominately low income African-American community saddled with both the real and
perceived characteristics (e.g. gangs, drugs,
and violence) of other such communities in the
United States. To counter their social marginalization, residents developed a host of
institutions in Tremé to provide for their
needs (Hirsch and Logsdon 1992). This
historical landscape provides the cultural
nodes customarily used as starting and
stopping points in current-day anniversary
parades, jazz funerals, and Mardi Gras Indian
processions.
The City of New Orleans destroyed much of
this landscape in the early twentieth century,
reproducing a spatial and social divide
between the French Quarter and Tremé that
still exists today and is reflected in parade
routes (Crutcher 2001). For Regis (1999: 475),
following Hirsch (1995), from within a daily
reality of ‘spatial apartheid’, African-American second lines ‘gain meaning from the
neighborhood context in which they occur’.
Having survived the destructive era of urban
renewal and the interstate highway program,
Tremé residents today face gentrification as a
threat to the neighborhood’s many cultural
traditions. Periods of reduced crime in the
1990s, along with a high performing economy
and rising real estate prices in surrounding
neighborhoods have contributed to recent
attempts to redevelop Tremé.
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Figure 4 Corner of Rampart Street and St. Ann shared by the BMOL and SD parades (map
courtesy of Dick Gilbreath, University of Kentucky Cartography Lab).
Not surprisingly, the SD parade and many
of the SD weekend’s public festivities happen
in a section of the Quarter understood as gay.
This section is demarcated by the ‘Lavender
Line’—an imaginary boundary that runs along
St. Ann Street. There, in the heavily residential
northeast section of the quarter, a gay presence
is evidenced by the display of flags and
rainbow colors that signal gay identity.
The gay landscape of the French Quarter
today includes touristy and youthful disco-like
clubs, smaller local bars, restaurants, streets

and parks, convenience and service stores, and
social service centers. Although homosexual,
the landscape is not homogeneous. Wealthy
homeowners are often at odds with patrons of
entertainment venues in the area, particularly
during events like Mardi Gras and SD.
Besides traveling city streets, it is customary
for all ‘authentic’ second lines to halt at local
bars. Over the course of a 2 – 4 hour parade,
club members and second liners need rest and
refreshments, which local bars provide in
exchange for the business each parade brings.
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Besides giving participants, club members, the
band and second liners a place to relax
momentarily, bars also have cultural significance. Bars are important because of their
association with specific clubs or individual
club members (e.g. SD Grand Marshals often
have affiliations with particular bars). Many
clubs use local bars as their clubhouses (e.g.
the BMOL is based out of Sweet Lorraine’s
jazz club). Lastly, bars serve as contact points
for individuals (e.g. a place where a message
could be left for someone) and as centers of
information distribution for New Orleans’
working class communities (Jankowiak 1990).
The bar stops chosen by the BMOL and SD
contain a significant social history for both of
these groups. Bars for both communities are
important markers of community resilience
and aspirations. In the following sections, we
discuss each parading group’s history and then
detail their routes and bar stops.

Rolling from Sweet Lorraine’s in 2003
On the Sunday before Labor Day, already
3 days into SD celebrations, members of
the BMOL gather at Sweet Lorraine’s at 1931
St. Claude Avenue to prepare for their
anniversary parade. It is significant that the
afternoon’s events begin here. The club, on
busy but economically depressed St. Claude
Avenue, is ordinarily unremarkable from
outside, but nationally famous jazz musicians
play there. A large sign informs passersby that
the club is the home of the BMOL parade (see
Figure 5). As the parade’s rolling time nears, a
crowd of hundreds appears. Shortly before the
parade is set to ‘roll’ the band members begin
to arrive. Finally, club members emerge from
the bar to sounds of traditional Brass Band
jazz. As the parade processes through the

streets of the Tremé neighborhood, traditional
music dominates.
The 2003 10th Anniversary BMOL parade
made stops at five neighborhood bars before
disbanding at Sweet Lorraine’s. Here we
discuss the first three legs of the 2003 parade,
because these three stops capture elements
critical to second lining, Tremé, and the
BMOL: community memory, public space,
economic opportunity, tradition and respectability (see Figure 6). The parade’s other stops
are similarly meaningful for area residents and
members of the BMOL, but addressing only
the first three bar stops—Donna’s, Little
People’s Place, and Joe’s—is sufficient to
make our argument about this parade’s
territoriality as both social and spatial.
After leaving Sweet Lorraine’s in 2003, the
parade moved down St. Claude which merges
into Rampart Street, the rear boundary of the
French Quarter and the bisecting line between
the well-policed, tourist areas of the French
Quarter and the back-of-town area that is
Tremé. The parade made a u-turn around the
center median and immediately stopped at
Donna’s Bar and Grill. From Donna’s the
parade headed back down Rampart before
making a left turn into Tremé via Barracks
Street. The parade then stopped on the second
block at a bar called ‘Little People’s Place’.
Seemingly no more than a small lean-to, Little
People’s Place is one of many bars that figures
into the neighborhood’s historic association
with live music. During the 1990s Little
People’s Place was at the center of controversy
when nearby residents fought to close the bar
because of its loud live music and associated
late night crowds (Aiges 1993). The dispute
was emblematic of the difficult relationship
that exists between bars and supporters of live
music, residential neighborhoods (sometimes
gentrified) and the City of New Orleans. In
years past, but not in 2003, the parade has
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Figure 5 Sweet Lorraine’s jazz club on St. Claude Avenue. Rolling point of the BMOL parade
(authors’ photograph).
then traveled to Joe’s, a neighborhood bar that
attracts outsiders interested in live music
performances, most notably the Rebirth
Brass Band.

A stop at Joe’s Cozy Corner, inside the Tremé
neighborhood, represents some of what Tremé
was, much of what it wants to be, and some
of the unfortunate reality of the community.

Figure 6 2002 and 2003 routes of the 10th Annual BMOL parade (map courtesy of Dick
Gilbreath, University of Kentucky Cartography Lab).
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Joe’s is the hangout of long term and former
neighborhood residents (mostly men), who
recall what Tremé was like in past decades.
Joe’s is run by Joe Glasper,3 who displays in
plain view both inside and outside the bar his
expectations for customers’ behavior: ‘Thou
shalt not kill’ and ‘No guns . . . inside or
outside’. Despite the signs, on 30 December
2002 a man walked into Joe’s and shot and
killed Mark Cerf, 38. According to the Times
Picayune (Editorial 2003; Young 2002), Mr.
Cerf was a member of several neighborhood
organizations including the BMOL. Ironically,
a member of the BMOL, an organization that
takes pride in its respectability, is killed at a bar
where this social club normally stops and
whose owner makes plain his condemnation of
violence. Two years later, on 18 January 2004,
following a funeral parade, Joe Glasper himself
allegedly shot and killed a street vendor
selling beer outside the bar. In May of the
same year, while Glasper awaited trial,
the Alcohol Beverage Control Board voted to
revoke Joe’s Cozy Corner’s liquor license.
The BMOL draws on all these meanings when
it stops outside Joe’s on Sunday afternoon, or
when it doesn’t make its customary stop, as in
2003.
We now turn to the history and important
landmarks of the SD parade.

Theme 2003: Carnaval Decadence4
On Sunday of Labor Day weekend, the SD
parade began from New Orleans’ second
oldest gay bar, Lucille’s Golden Lantern at
1239 Royal Street in the French Quarter (see
Figure 7). Over the many years of its
celebration, SD has paraded through St. Louis
Cathedral during Mass and through the lobby
of the famous Fairmont Hotel (www.southerndecadence.com/history.htm, last accessed

26 September 2003). But growth in the
number of participants in the procession
necessitated parade permits, street closures
and police presence. To minimize the expense
of multiple parade permits and additional
uniformed officers, the parade now remains
within the French Quarter district
(Naquin 2004).
Upon the arrival of the SD Grand Marshal
at 2 p.m. on 31 August 2003, the parade
moved down Royal Street (see Figure 8).
Marchers then proceeded up St. Louis Street,
stopping at the Double Play and Corner
Pocket bars. At the corner of St. Louis and
Rampart, the parade stopped again at the
Ninth Circle bar before making a right turn
onto Rampart Street. Four blocks down
the parade made another right onto St. Ann
Street. The parade passed Rawhide and
Good Friends as it marched down St. Ann,
before it headed downriver on Bourbon
St. and stopped outside Oz—New Orleans’
most famous gay dance club—and the
Bourbon Pub.

Route significance
Entertainment venues testify to the spatial
claims enacted by parade organizers, marshals, and participants. The bars serving as
parade stops for both parades are economically and politically significant for locals (e.g.
former Grand Marshals go on a bar tour the
weekend before SD (Naquin 2004)) and create
meaning for newcomers along the parade
route (e.g. one tourist recounted his SD
experience to us in terms of bar stops; King
2003). Oz and the Bourbon Pub at the corner
of St. Ann and Bourbon Street demarcate the
Lavender Line. A choice by the Grand
Marshal to halt the parade in front of them
highlights this, and these sites draw the biggest
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Figure 7 Lucille’s Golden Lantern on Royal Street. Rolling point of the SD parade (authors’
photograph).

crowds. For a bar, being chosen as a parade
stop is a reflection of the status of the bar in the
community and/or the relation between club
members and the bar. A stop at the Ninth

Circle bar on Rampart Street reflects its status
as the ‘home’ bar of three Grand Marshals
from previous years, one of its bartenders told
us. Bars lend a sense of history and tradition

Figure 8 2003 route of the XXXII Annual Southern Decadence parade (map courtesy of Dick
Gilbreath, University of Kentucky Cartography Lab).
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to the parades. For example, the Golden
Lantern has been the SD parade’s rolling
point for years, so although it is five blocks
from the heart of the gay French Quarter
(i.e. the intersection of Bourbon and St. Ann)
it is given special importance by parade
organizers and local participants. Additionally, permanent establishments such as bars
bolster parade participants’ territorial claims
by serving as spatial and cultural markers.
Each bar stop has layers of meaning that
contribute to its strength as a territorial marker.
For example, the BMOL’s second stop, Little
People’s Place, marks a frontier outpost on the
contentious periphery of Tremé. Although
clearly in Tremé, Barracks Street is contested
territory for the neighborhood’s long term
Black residents. The area in the vicinity of
Esplanade Avenue and Rampart Street has been
heavily gentrified. In this area, middle class
residents find the late night music and block
parties disturbing. Residents have attempted to
have the bar closed (Aiges 1993). We interpret
this bar stop as a choice to make explicit that
the fight for musical and parading traditions
hinges on maintaining both private and public
spaces for their performance. The stop at Little
People’s Place seems less about resting and
more about neighborhood politics. The parade’s presence sends a clear message to
residents opposed to the bar that others claim
that territory, and its surrounding neighborhood, as their own space for musical heritage
and performance. Parades’ territorial claims
are reinforced through linked permanent landscape features.

Parade routes
The SD and BMOL parade routes serve to
territorialize communities, by classifying an
area (and things in that area like bars)

through a temporary, but explicit, physical
presence. We view the SD parade as emerging
from a part of the French Quarter that is
already widely recognized by straight and gay
locals alike as gay. Not only does the parade
travel within a space that has been defined as
gay by years of previous parades, gay inmigration, gay men’s clubs, and other
festivals, but it further reproduces this space
as queer through its travels (see Bell and
Valentine 1995; Pettett 2003) and establishes
a space for its performance in New Orleans.
Locals and tourists in the second line join the
parade and affirm the parade’s spatial claims,
e.g. ‘It is a big deal knowing we can parade in
our own spot’ (Mackey 2003). Similarly, the
BMOL parade emerges from a space recognized as culturally and socially Black based
upon a history of residency, parading and
performance, and politics. Parading along its
chosen route BMOL reasserts the Blackness
of Tremé in the face of visible threats from
middle class, White gentrifiers. The fact that
the SD and BMOL parades remain in their
recognized spaces reinforces their reciprocal
social and spatial claims by: (1) highlighting a
visual and aural presence saturated with
cultural symbols (e.g. a gay bar in a gay
neighborhood or a jazz club in a Black
neighborhood); and (2) unifying spatiallydistributed public and private spaces of the
community through their processions. However, these claims are double-edged, because
they also reinforce the spatial segregation of
these groups.
As we stated in the introduction, although
the BMOL and SD parades occur in close
proximity, they are not mutually acknowledged in the media or by spectators of the
respective events.5 We understand this silence
as a statement about how these two communities have effectively separated themselves
territorially and categorically in the minds of
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a wider public. Each group facilitates this selfsegregation—both build upon popular ideas
about the acceptable places of each by
remaining in ‘understood’ neighborhoods.
Choosing to remain in their own neighborhoods also naturalizes the spaces outside of
these communities as not Black and not gay.
Such a naturalization energizes boundaries, so
we look to the corner of Rampart Street—the
street corner where both groups cross over that
boundary and make territorial claims in an
ambiguous space.

Rampart Street
Rampart Street, which runs the rear length of
the French Quarter, operates as a liminal zone
for New Orleans’ gay and Black population.
As employed by Sibley (1995: 33), liminal
zones are ‘spaces of ambiguity and discontinuity’ where spaces thought to be bounded
and discreet reveal themselves as overlapping
and promiscuous. It is on Rampart Street that
well-policed, heterosexual tourist space, marginal gay entertainment spaces, and spaces
marked Black mingle together. For example,
on Labor Day weekend rainbow flags emblazoned with the logo of the gay bar, the Ninth
Circle, flew from lampposts lining Rampart
Street from St. Louis to Esplanade. Rampart is
also the location of New Orleans’ AfricanAmerican gay bars, such as Orlando’s Society
Page Lounge, and working class gay bars, such
as Voodoo at Congo Square or the Seventh
Circle; they do not occupy the exclusive real
estate near the heart of the gay French Quarter.
During the 2003 SD parade Grand Marshal
XXXI Rusty LaRoux led her6 parade in a right
turn from St. Louis onto Rampart, and after
two blocks turned right again from Rampart
onto St. Ann Street. Almost an hour later
the BMOL turned at the same intersection,
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by which time most SD party-goers had
vacated Rampart. Before heading north
again, the BMOL stopped at Donna’s Bar
and Grill. By stopping first at Donna’s, they
acknowledge Donna and her husband,
Charles, for promoting and supporting
New Orleans’ musicians. It is at Donna’s that
the BMOL parade comes closest to the
entering the French Quarter and closest to
the SD parade and Lavender Line. From
Donna’s at the corner of Rampart and
St. Ann, BMOL second liners can easily see
the shirtless and costumed SD participants
roaming the St. Ann and Rampart Street gay
bars, and gay party-goers can get a look at the
BMOL second line (see again Figures 3 and 4).
This corner of Rampart Street gives evidence
of the separation necessary to making territorial claims, and the effectiveness of those
claims.
Each parade, by including a section of
Rampart Street on their route, takes advantage
of Rampart’s liminality. At the moment its
parade comes through, each community
claims Rampart as part of its own neighborhood. Briefly Rampart Street is created as a
‘safe’ space at the edge of each group’s
‘organic’ neighborhood. Shortly thereafter,
they depart for their own neighborhoods and
Rampart’s composite constitution returns. The
parades’ close-but-not-quite encounter of each
other highlights their separateness and exclusivity, even as their brief forays mark Rampart
Street as a space they share with each other.
The sharing of Rampart Street, however,
draws our notice as the remainder of the
spaces occupied by the parades are not
composite but rather kept aside for the
celebration of a rather narrow community
image. The activities of the BMOL and SD
parades on Rampart Street point to the
capacity of New Orleans city streets
to support chronological spatial claims of
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different groups, and the potential for more
subversive activities.
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In the sections above we have shown that
through their choices of bar stops and routes,
especially a decision to parade on Rampart
Street, the BMOL and SD organizers have
demarcated a territory that they wish to claim
as their own. We call their coincident
demarcation of space ‘parallel politics’
because both groups engage in a political
parading process that is conceptually and
strategically similar. Not only do both parades
engage in a political practice of procession that
literally runs in parallel (see again Figure 4) on
adjacent streets, but their processions have
comparable goals: both groups attempt to
present a unified, positive community image
and, at the same time, mark a territory where
that identity is emplaced. We find that these
parades’ territoriality sends a message that
those neighborhoods belong to the group
parading. Thousands of people out in the
street physically take it over for the duration of
the parades’ passage, and in the case of SD, the
weekend’s festivities. In this way both parades
galvanize community and maintain public
spaces for performance—of traditional music,
of sexual identity, and of parading.
Sack’s (1986) conceptualization of territoriality includes the ability of a group (or an
individual) to enforce its spatial claims
through sanctions. The two New Orleans’
parades we studied do not sanction, but they
can make people unsympathetic to either
group’s concerns uncomfortable. Although
parades cannot sanction transgressors like
the state can, those who do not belong in
claimed spaces recognize that they are out of
place (Cresswell 1996). Heterosexual tourists

over the SD weekend must have quickly
realized that they were the ‘other’. We heard
more than one group of straight passersby
commenting on their relief to return above the
Lavender Line.
What is more, parades do have the
assistance of the state in claiming territory.
Police escorts clear the streets for the passage
of the procession and bring up the rear
signifying the return of ‘public’ space. In
2003, police played an additional important
role in SD territoriality by cordoning off a
protesting conservative Christian group. A
New Orleans Police Department Sergeant told
us there were ‘no [spatial] restrictions on
Southern Decadence’ but ‘we limited Rev.
Storms’ [the conservative Christian protest
organizer] route . . . for safety’ (Valiente 2004).
The territorial claims SD organizers and
participants made to the gay French Quarter
were supported by the NOPD. In contrast, the
conservative Christian group was only
allowed to travel ‘close but not to the middle
of the French Quarter’ (Valiente 2004).
Uniformed New Orleans police on the street
upheld SD assertions of their neighborhood.
An additional factor has significance for our
argument that the BMOL and SD parades
territorialize. Both groups marginalize women
as community actors, i.e. the Black Men of
Labor is an exclusively male club and SD is
organized almost completely by men for men.
Women are not only marginalized by the
organizing structures but their absence is
naturalized within an image of community as
male but unmarked. Women engage in acts of
territoriality as second liners, but the territory
claimed does not include any of their specific
spaces. For an example from SD, a lesbian bar,
Kim’s 940, is not on the route. Had organizers
decided to travel to Kim’s 940 (see again
Figure 8) a lesbian presence within queer
New Orleans would have been more explicit
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and broadened the parade’s territorial claims.
Furthermore, a decision to keep the SD
procession within the French Quarter
lessens participants’ public presence. Without
publicity through the media, the visual impact
of SD would remain mostly within this very
small area.
The term parallel politics also holds as a
metaphor for the lack of intersection of these
communities’ political agendas, which, were
they to come together, could be a powerful
force for change in New Orleans. Although
the gay community in New Orleans has
reached out to local residents in the area
below the Lavender Line and to the NOPD,
both the BMOL and local gay organizers
construct themselves through their parades as
quite separate from each other, despite
overlapping social spaces and class characteristics. BMOL organizers promote an image of
respectable, working class Black men, and, as
an unmarked category, straight. The men of
New Orleans’ gay community are portrayed
through SD advertising as young, White and
middle class, but our field evidence suggests
that many of the parade organizers are
local men working in the service and
entertainment industries. In their desire to
make territorial claims, both parades project a
community image that has the effect
of highlighting differences between them,
obscuring their similarities and ignoring the
similar oppressions they face due to their
historically marginalized relation to White,
heterosexual power structures in New
Orleans.
The common path of Rampart Street, where
both parades pass but do not intersect, is a
metaphorical missed opportunity. Rampart
Street gives evidence that there are commonalities of Black and gay space and identity that
neither community seeks to build on for social
change. Despite their territorializing practices
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on Rampart Street, those common claims to
space hint that more subversive claims are
possible. Spatially and symbolically Rampart
Street represents the economic, social and
political overlap that these groups do not
exploit. The corner of Rampart Street on
Sunday of Labor Day weekend symbolizes a
latent, but unexplored, chance for Blacks and
gays to fight collectively their spatial and
political marginalization in New Orleans. The
two parades, while obvious expressions of an
imagined community identity, traditions and
cohesiveness, effectively reflect both the
differences between and common interests of
both communities. The BMOL and SD
parades may share Rampart Street, but the
street stands as a metaphor for comparable
politics that do not intersect. Each group may
see the other from the corner of Rampart
Street and St. Ann, but this has yet to lead to a
recognition of shared political concerns or to
collective action.

Conclusions
Parades have been studied as observed
performances, markers of boundaries, negotiated displays of African-American or gay
community identity and controlled representations (Bell and Valentine 1995; Davis 1995;
Johnston 2002; Marston 2002; Regis 1999;
Smith 1993). We have taken our examination
one step further by arguing that parade
territorialities can be jointly and intricately
established as both social and spatial. This
line of inquiry moves forward previous
work on parades by showing how parades
establish a territorially-based identity
through cultural nodes, and how their
exclusivity is both a process and outcome
of territoriality. Territoriality, according to
Sack (1983), is an attempt to control
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a geographic area and establish differential
access to it. The BMOL and SD parades
succeed in creating separate Black and gay
neighborhoods for themselves through their
choices of routes and stops. Each group sets
itself and its spaces apart from mainstream
White heteronormativity, but also from each
other. The BMOL and SD parades’ spatial
separation indicates how parade territorialities are a complex fusion of territory and
identity.
Although both parades are in some ways
subversive, each reproduces through its
activities, hegemonic ideas about appropriate
spaces of expression for African-Americans
and gays in New Orleans. The fact that both
groups, only an hour or so apart, parade
past the same corner draws our attention to
liminal spaces where their political concerns
and geographic spaces might intersect.
Their close-but-not-quite meeting on the
corner of Rampart Street brings into view
the necessity of exclusion to parades’
territoriality. The cultural nodes chosen
signal each group’s fundamental understanding of itself, which does not include overlap
in terms of race or sexuality. Rampart
Street serves as both groups’ metaphorical
missed opportunity to explore intersecting
political interests and make more subversive
claims to space, e.g. parading in each others’
neighborhoods or nearby White residential
enclaves.
The direction we took is certainly not the
only way to analyze these parades—the
referees of this paper suggested many exciting
paths down which this analysis could have
gone. Each event and parading organization is
highly complex in and of itself; we have
chosen only one of multiple threads to follow.
We pursued the notion of second line parades’
territoriality because we wanted to focus on
the complexity of parades’ territoriality, as

a form of embodied ‘community’ identity, to
make spatial and social claims. We have been
concerned with parades at a local scale—the
actual streets and stops significant for local
economies and politics that also create meaning for those visiting or new to the area. We
would like to further investigate some of the
more conservative elements displayed by these
parades (e.g. constructions of masculinity,
restrictions on sexual displays) and the rise
of other types of parades that engage in
more direct political and spatial subversion
(e.g. unapproved, spontaneous second line
parades).
Although the BMOL and SD parades
outwardly differ in terms of ethnicity, class,
sexual identity, and resident or tourist status,
both are out having fun and celebrating their
communities through parading. Within an
historical context of highly classed, raced,
gendered, and sexualized spaces in
New Orleans, each community is negotiating
a space for themselves, their music, and their
lifestyle. By drawing upon community memory and tradition through routes and bar stops
they recreate a public space for their communities within New Orleans. In the case of each
parade, paying homage through patronage of
traditional bar stops reminds participants and
residents of community history and rootedness. Such ‘concrete’ stops endure beyond the
passing of the parades and serve to reinforce
community boundaries. We find that through
parades, participants ‘enact the streets’ as if
those streets belong to them. Both the SD and
BMOL parades build community identity and
link streets and bars into a neighborhood
where that identity can be celebrated.
Both engage in a complexly socio-spatial
process of territoriality that also preserves
their respective communities’ parading
traditions, by repeating their enacted spatial
claims every year.
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Davis (1986) posits that no street is truly a neutral
ground.
We recognize that the state can also act in looselystructured but nonetheless powerful ways (Sorkin,
1992; Zukin, 1995)
We learned while this paper was in revision that Joe
Glasper passed away on Friday, 20 April 2005.
The 2003 Grand Marshal Rusty LaRoux intended the
Portuguese spelling of carnival.
We did see a few of the same parade watchers at both
parades, but are unaware of anyone who participated
in both.
Rusty LaRoux is transgendered and referred to as a
woman. The implications of this for women’s presence
during SD goes beyond our paper’s scope.
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Abstract translations
Les politiques parallèles: le pouvoir spatial et les
défilés de la fête du Travail en Nouvelle Orléans
Le défilé du club social local The Black Men of
Labor marque le début du temps des défilés en
Nouvelle Orléans lors du week-end de la fête du
Travail. La fête et défilé Southern Decadence sont
organisées par hasard en même temps par un autre
groupe composé majoritairement d’hommes blancs
et homosexuels. Cet événement est tenu par une
importante communauté gaie qui habite principalement dans le Quartier Français de la Nouvelle
Orléans. Si ces deux groupes qui défilent donnent
l’impression d’être différents, les deux défilés
revendiquent la même rue à des moments différents.
Nous désignons leurs politiques ‘politiques parallèles’ puisque les défilés obéissent tous deux à des
motivations politiques comparables. Par contre, ils
défilent littéralement en parallèle et donc ne
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parviennent pas à se rejoindre et protester ensemble
contre leur marginalisation socio-spatiale. Cette
occasion ratée nous a incité à examiner comment
ces deux défilés peuvent territorialiser l’espace et
projeter une identité communautaire unie. La
territorialité est, suivant Sack (1983), une démarche
visant à contrôler un espace géographe et à y
introduire des accès différenciés. Nous tentons de
dépasser les travaux précédents sur les défilés définis
comme performances observées, marqueurs de
frontières ou représentations négociés. Nous montrons comment les défilés engendrent une identité
ancrée dans le territoire par des nœuds culturels et
comment leur caractère exclusif est à la fois un
processus et un résultat de la territorialité. Nous
soutenons que la territorialité et l’identité sont
fusionnées, ce qui exclue la possibilité pour ces deux
communautés de lancer une action collective. Nous
trouvons que les territorialités entourant les défilés
permettent de fonder simultanément et à un niveau
élevé de complexité les demandes sociales et
spatiales.
Mots-clés: défiler, territorialité, Afro-Américain,
gai, Nouvelles Orléans.
Polı́ticas Paralelas: El Poder Espacial de los Desfiles
del Dia del Trabajo de Nueva Orleans
Los Hombres Negros de Trabajo (The Black Men of
Labor) es un club social, el desfile del cual señala el
comienzo de la temporada de desfiles de New
Orleans en el fin de semana del Dia del Trabajo. Por
casualidad, el festival y desfile del grupo llamado
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Southern Decadence—un grupo de homosexuales,
en su mayorı́a hombres blancos—tiene lugar ese
mismo fin de semana. Está organizado por una
comunidad grande de homosexuales que viven
principalmente en el Barrio Francés. A pesar de las
diferencias externas de estos dos grupos de
desfiladores, los dos desfiles reivindican la misma
calle a distintas horas. Llamamos su polı́tica
‘polı́tica paralela’ ya que los desfiles tienen
semejantes motivos polı́ticos pero se desfilan en
paralelo y, por lo tanto, no logran conectar y
manifestar su marginación socio-espacial en conjunto. Esta oportunidad perdida nos impulsó a
considerar cómo estos dos desfiles territorializan el
espacio y proyectan una identidad comunitaria
unida. Según Sack (1983), la territorialidad sirve
como un intento por controlar una zona geográfica
y establecer acceso diferenciado a ella. Yendo más
allá de estudios anteriores de desfiles como
representaciones observadas, indicadores de fronteras o representaciones negociadas, ilustramos
cómo los desfiles crean una identidad territorial
por nodos culturales y cómo su exclusividad es
tanto un proceso como consecuencia de la
territorialidad. Sugerimos que la territorialidad y
la identidad se unen, lo que hace imposible acción
colectivo entre estas dos comunidades. Descubrimos que la territorialidad de desfiles establece,
simultaneamente y de modo complejo, reivindicaciones tanto sociales como espaciales.
Palabras claves: desfile, territorialidad, africanoamericano, gay, Nueva Orleáns.

